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Trashformer™ Tool Caddy,
Apron, and Pocket
Transform your trash can into a mobile workstation 

Contec® Trashformers™ are designed to improve cleanliness and efficiency. 
The right Trashformer selection for your facility makes it easy to bring best-
in-class disposable mop pads and hardware anywhere that clean counts most. 

The Tool Caddy component can hold up to three handles or tools of various 
sizes including mops, high dusters, brooms, dust pans, squeegees, and more. 
The Toolflex® holders are replaceable, and the durable wire frame of the Tool 
Caddy doesn’t interfere with changing out the can liner. 

The Apron and Pocket are both constructed of durable, chemical resistant 
material. The Apron offers a variety of pockets, including one sized for a 
wipes canister and one for Premira® mop pads. The stand-alone Pocket holds 
up to 20 Premira mops pads. It straps on and off easily to use anywhere, such 
as on can or cart handle — or even a belt loop!

Features & Benefits

Design helps combine trash collecting and cleaning tasks for more efficiency

Chemical resistant fabric protects supplies from spills, wear and tear

Components allow for greater customization based needs or preferences 

Toolflex® holders fit all ZeroGravity™ mops, high dusters, and connectors  

Lean storage footprint frees up valuable space for supplies, etc.

 

Part No. Description Size Packaging
PRMH5001 Trashformer™ Pocket, 

for Premira Mop Pads
1 bundle or
20 mop pads

1 pocket/case

PRMH5002 Trashformer™ Apron 3 medium, 3 small, 
2 large, 1 small 
wide, 1 long narrow, 
1 mop pocket 

1 apron/case

PRMH5003 Trashformer™ Tool 
Caddy, with 3 Toolflex® 
holders

fits 32, 40, 44 gal
trash cans

1 caddy/case 

TURN “CAN’T” INTO “CAN” WITH TRASHFORMERS™ 
Take the tools you need with you easily, efficiently 
There is no need to drag around both a cart and 
a garbage can, slowing down your efficiency. 
Contec Trashformers fit on standard sized 
rolling trash cans, and they are sturdy enough 
to hold the products and tools you need to get 
the job done. 
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